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SMOOTH JOURNEY
CONEXIG

FORENSIC ACCOUNTING & ENGINEERING SERVICES
FOR THE INSURER INDUSTRY

CONEXIG has expanded its breadth of capabilities within the Claims & Dispute Resolution Services to 
address the challenges facing the engineering and construction sector, specifically related to insurance and 
reinsurance in the event of complex property and business interruption claims related to the execution of 
major capital project, facility, or company’s day to day operations. 

Whether the root cause was related to a natural disaster or otherwise, the task of justifying insurable 
interest and quantifying the required claim for the insured require the skills and experience that CONEXIG 
offers.

Present day projects around the world have become more complex with new risks and uncertainties 
challenging the industry on how best to accurately quantify damages that affect the disruption to services 
resulting in economic loss. Miscalculations in engineering, accelerated schedules, and use of inadequate 
modular designs are just a few of the technical causes that have led to disastrous losses in project 
economics and in some cases leading to loss of life without proper controls in safety and security in place. 
These are the common risks that in many cases can be adequately controlled or perhaps prevented 
altogether. Other factors such as social, regulatory, environmental, force majeure, and most recently with 
how to properly address COVID-19 can also be part of the contingency planning.

But what happens when even with the best planning and risk mitigation strategy one cannot circumvent 
the damages, disruptions, or economic loss suffered on an infrastructure project or facility?
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CONEXIG solutions can address the entire asset life cycle, from concept through execution and turnover

MULTIDISCIPLINARY TEAMS

CONEXIG’s key differentiator is a cross-section of senior professional engineers, accountants, 
forensic, audit engineers, and project management professionals with advanced technical degrees, 
many having earned PhD and other post-graduate studies in relevant subject matters at leading 
universities around the world. 

Complex projects can lead to increased risk with potential for additional scrutiny in assessing 
claims. Not only does CONEXIG understand this, but this is how we provide a unique value to 
the claims processes. Our team brings the complete governance and controls philosophy to the 
investigation process. The result is a deep-dive, multidisciplinary analysis that can support the 
insurer as well as their legal representation through a forensic lens used to accurately assess 
insurance disbursements with findings or as an expert witness in the litigation process.

Regardless of the complexity in project or facility size, region, or damages caused from natural 
disaster, our team of consulting forensic investigators and claims consultants has the flexibility and 
geographic footprint to mobilize rapidly to support your requirements, irrespective of where a 
claim originates. With a growing international network currently across 14 countries, we are well 
positioned to support a local footprint through our expert teams in support of damage assessments 
around the globe. This means more agile response time, targeted expertise, and all the benefits of 
our combined knowledge.

From a financial management perspective, CONEXIG has developed in-house tools along with 
recommended practices such as AACEi to include in our centralized cost management processes 
to scrutinize actual costs, cost performance, commitments, forecasts, invoicing, and payments 
needed to quantify a claim disbursement. We utilize project financial controls and cost scheduling 
tools to ascertain how the loss has impacted the project or facility, and how to track true additional 
costs of external contractors and subcontractors in the event of scope growth.

The CONEXIG Forensic Accounting & Engineering Service 
addresses this need and emphasizes a holistic claims management 
approach to quantify the exposure. We understand the technical 
and financial links that support a post-mortem analysis during 
the claims process. 

Our approach focuses on working with the insurer to conduct 
a comprehensive review of the adequate governance and 
controls that were used by the contracting entities; “insured”. 
We incorporate an expert team of detailed forensic accounting, 
engineers, and delay experts to determine the basis and depth 
of the financial impact with industry subject matter specialists 
with field-proven experience in:

• Energy: Refinering and processing facilities, steel coke plants.
• Power Utilities, Solar, Wind, and Renewables.
• Metals & Mining, processing facilities.
• Transportation: airport advisory, highway, metro, rail, marine 

port terminals
• Civil infrastructure: commercial, industrial, high-rise, 

special structures, governmental, residential, and public 
infrastructure projects.

Our strength lies in implementing an independent assessment 
that concentrates on the technical, operational, and financial 
performance metrics used by the insured party throughout the 
execution of the project life cycle. More importantly, we work 
closely with the insurance company or legal representation to 
understand the insured’s historical governance and execution 
model. Our team will reconcile project accounting records, 
financial information, and project technical evaluation to provide 
a reasonable conclusion or testimony in the absence of such 
evidence during our findings and recommendations.
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                          SELECTION OF PROJECTS

In complex disruption cases, our team leverages master advanced techniques such as 3-6 D BIM (Building 
Information Modeling) and VDC (Virtual Design Construction)- to complement projects in the clarification 
of claims. For example, CONEXIG’s forensic accounting process incorporates BIM modeling to help 
reconstruct building, architecture, or other infrastructure disruption to assist in understanding root cause 
of materials or structural integrity. This is especially important to help to break down cost and quantity 
estimates. Integrating techniques such as BIM against the WBS and comparing actual costs and schedules 
against resources and activities to original budget estimates provides a more complete understanding of 
the disruption and claims process.

Our team offers expert professionals with the capabilities to uncover constructability issues that our 
clients require for their projects, such as:

A selection of projects carried out by CONEXIG and our team, are describe below:

CONEXIG LLC, was retained by an Insurance Company, on behalf of an Engineering 
client (“Client”), for the review and evaluation of design and construction related 
claims on a Design-Build Project for a highway related construction dispute. This 
project involved an in-depth review of over 1500 documents related to the financial 
and scope change analysis between the subcontractor and the primary contractor. 
CONEXIG was tasked with preparing an Expert Report of supporting the insurance 
group’s legal representation in understanding the technical, contractual clauses, 
charts, and scope growth reviews for its role in the project ultimately providing expert 
opinion on the total damage.

One of CONEXIG’s leaders was part of a team of experts and led the quantum 
(accounting and finance) preliminary assessment of damages claimed by the insured 
to the insurance company. That team was working for a large international adjuster 
on behalf of a consortium of re-insurance companies. Six oil extraction and refining 
facilities and auxiliary infrastructure would have suffered USD$1.5 billion in alleged 
damages. The claimed amount was under dispute as the insurance group would have 
only approved a small fraction of the requested amount. The assets included several 
oil and gas pumping and refining stations in Libya that have been previously disrupted 
by terrorist groups.

One of CONEXIG’s leaders was the leading Damages and Delay Expert that acted as 
the technical assistant to an insurer in the preparation of a technical expert report 
issued to an arbitration tribunal. The scope included understanding and evaluating 
events that occurred in a pulp and paper production plant caused by the leakage of a 
recovery boiler tube. The owner requested compensation from the insurer for the loss 
that occurred under an insurance contract in the “All Risk” clause, to which the insurer 
refused to compensate, claiming that said clause covered all risks and damages, except 
those expressly excluded from The policy. The Expert’s team consisted of a specialist 
in thermoelectric generation and a specialist in the field of metallurgy, in addition 
to specialists in the areas of chemicals, quality control, pressure vessels (NR13) and 
dispute management.

Project Location: USA

Project Location: Lybia

Project Location: Brazil

• Disruption Analysts
• Quantum Experts
• Financial & Cost Managers
• Expert Witnesses

• Projects Managements Professionals
• Forensic Accountants
• Professional Engineers
• Contract & Risk Managers 
• Schedule Delay Analysts
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International teams at your service

We approach any international claims or litigation preparation work in the same way as we approach an 
expert witness assignment, providing the insured independent advice and substantiating a claim that 
CONEXIG would validate in a court of law. Many of our experts have worked on developing business 
interruption claims, as well as numerous damages assessments for disputes. With forensic accounting and 
commercial damage teams in USA, Central America, South America, Caribbean, Europe, and Africa, we 
assist owners, construction companies, and a broad variety of businesses with claims related to business 
interruption insurance or damage quantifications.

For additional information do not hesitate to contact:

FELIPE A. ISORÉ GUTIERREZ
Founder & Managing Partner

M: +1 (786) 570 0186
felipegutierrez@conexig.com 
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angola@conexig.com colombia@conexig.com portugal@conexig.com

argentina@conexig.com ecuador@conexig.com puertorico@conexig.com

australia@conexig.com france@conexig.com spain@conexig.com

brazil@conexig.com mexico@conexig.com southafrica@conexig.com

chile@conexig.com peru@conexig.com usa@conexig.com


